Abstract: Concerns about gender bias have captured most of the attention in the AI research literature on the topic of bias in word embeddings models. In this work, a systematic analysis of popular word embedding models shows that many of those concerns are probably exaggerated. Gender bias in these models is often mild and frequently reversed in polarity to what has been regularly reported. Interestingly, other types of so far unreported moderate biases in word embedding models have been identified. Specifically, biases against intellectual phenomena such as political orientation and religiosity. This mismatch in the literature could be due to another type of bias, the bias of an orthodox epistemic community with widely shared community blind spots that perhaps is mostly bent on exploring only zeitgeist-conforming regions of the research landscape.
The term algorithmic bias is often used to describe systematic offsets in algorithmic output that produce unfair outcomes such as privileging or discriminating an arbitrary group of people over others. The topic of algorithmic bias has recently elicited widespread attention among the machine learning research community. Popular machine learning artifacts have been used to illustrate the creeping of societal bias and prejudices into models such as computer vision (1), recidivism prediction (2) and language modeling (3) .
Word embedding models are dense vector representations of words learned from a corpus of natural language (4) . Word embeddings have revolutionized natural language processing due to their ability to model semantic similarity and relatedness among pairs of words as well as linear regularities between words that roughly capture meaningful language constructs such as gender or social class (5) . The usage of word embeddings in upstream natural language processing tasks has often improved the accuracy of those systems downstream (6) .
Word embedding models have been claimed to capture prejudicial bias, stemming from the corpus on which they were trained, against women and racial minorities (7) . Accordingly, it has been shown that popular word embedding models tend to associate word vector representations of African Americans given names with negative terms (8) , female given names with words such as nursing and homemaker and male given names with high status professions such as computer programmer and doctor (3) .
This work has examined the existing literature on the creeping of societal biases into word embedding models through a systematic search of the sources ArXiv, dblp Computer Science Bibliography, Google Scholar and Semantic Scholar for the queries: word embeddings bias and word vectors bias. A total of 29 papers were identified where the Abstract clearly indicates that the paper focuses on the topic of bias in word embeddings (Table S1 ). Examination of the Abstracts and Introduction sections of the manuscript revealed that 27 (93%) of them cited the issue of gender bias and 15 (52%) cited bias along racial or ethnic lines. Other types of biases such as those due to age or religiosity were only marginally mentioned (10%) or not at all like bias due to political or sexual orientation. Of the 27 papers addressing gender bias, 21 (78%) specifically described gender bias detrimental to females and none considered the possibility of gender bias in word embeddings detrimental to males.
The overwhelming focus of the existing literature on the topic of gender bias, the specificity of the bias direction and the lack of attention to other type of biases, such as viewpoint biases like for instance political orientation, motivated this work to carry out a systematic analysis of a wide range of possible biases potentially creeping into widely used word embeddings models.
This work systematically analyzed 3 popular word embedding methods: Word2vec (Skipgram) (4), Glove (9) and FastText (10) , externally pretrained on a wide array of corpora such as Google News, Wikipedia, Twitter and Common Crawl. The ability of each model to capture semantic similarity, relatedness as well as morphological, lexical, encyclopedic and lexicographic analogies (11) was measured (Table S2 ).
To test for the existence of gender and other types of biases in word embeddings, previous works have often derived from the embedding space cultural axes representing constructs such as gender or race. This axes are created by substracting an aggregate of related words representing one end of a spectrum from another set of opposite words representing the other end of the spectrum (3, 5) . Hence, a gender axis can be created by subtracting a male pole formed by aggregating a basket of archetype model vectors representing male words such as male, man and men from a female pole derived from an aggregate of vectors representing female words such as female, woman and women ( Figure S2 ). Any word vector in the model vocabulary can then be projected onto the gender axis to test whether the model tends to associate said word, representing for instance a profession such as lawyer, with the male pole or the female pole of the gender axis ( Figure S3 ). If there is a systematic association of a set of words denoting high status professions with one gender, the model is claimed to have bias (8, 12) .
This method has been shown previously to capture not only bias but also valid quantitative metrics about the empirical world. The value of word vector projections representing different professions on the gender axis correlates significantly with the percentage of female representation in said professions in most widely used word embedding models ( Figure S4 ). Figures S5 and S6 validate that creating an economic development axis or a price axis associates rich countries and expensive car manufacturer brands with the prosperous pole of the axis and poor countries and affordable car manufacturer brands with the impoverished pole of the axis. The same figures also show that projection of words representing ethnic groups and professions on an ideological axis significantly correlates with empirical data on voting preferences and political campaign donations by those groups.
The most significant contribution of this work has been to systematically test popular word embedding models for the existence of a wide array of possible biases. This is done by creating cultural axes as described above along the lines of gender, race, sexual orientation, religiosity, age, socioeconomic status, physical appearance and political orientation. Words from external sentiment lexicons where each entry has been manually labeled as having positive or negative connotations are then projected onto the cultural axes to estimate the bias of word embedding models to associate positive/negative terms with the distinct poles of the cultural axes.
The first lexicon analyzed was a small set of 50 words (25 positive, 25 negative) used by the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT) (8) to test for ethnic bias in word embeddings. The list of words contained in WEAT was derived from those often used in the Implicit Association Test (IAT).
The results show that despite the concerns regularly raised in the existing word embeddings literature for gender bias against females, there is no systemic association of negative terms in the WEAT lexicon with the female poles of several gender related axes (Table  S3 ). In fact, there seems to be a mild tendency to associate positive words with the feminine poles of some gender related axes. Albeit, due to the small WEAT set size, the credibility intervals are often ambiguous. Word embedding models do tend to associate the negative WEAT word set with African-Americans poles. No association was found for the sexual orientation axis or religiosity but a moderate negative association with Muslims is apparent. Expected correlations of positively labeled WEAT words with youth, wealth and beauty were present in all embedding models. A striking result was a tendency of most word embedding models to associate the negative WEAT concepts with words describing conservative individuals or conservative ideology and correspondingly to associate positive WEAT terms with words describing left of center individuals or liberal ideology. Yet again, the small size of the WEAT lexicon caused broad credibility intervals in some of the axes analyzed, raising doubts about the significance and generalizability of these results.
A more systematic test of associations of cultural axes with positive and negative terms was carried out using a larger lexicon, the Harvard General Inquirer IV-4 Positiv-Negativ lexicon (HGI) (13) , containing 3623 manually labeled positive and negative terms, which has been widely used in the content analysis literature. Results of projecting the HGI terms on the axes analyzed partially replicated those using WEAT terms but led to more significant credibility intervals and provided nuance (Table S4) . Most word embedding models tended to mildly associate positive terms with the feminine poles. There was no association of negative terms with words used to refer to racial demographic groups such as Blacks, Whites, Hispanics or Asians. There was however an association of African-American given names with negative terms in HGI. There was also a mild to moderate significant association of negative terms with the poles representing Muslims and conservatives.
In order to obtain conclusive proof about the degree of bias present in the popular word embedding models analyzed, an ensemble of 17 external lexicons manually annotated for positive and negative terms was gathered. Systematically projecting lexicons terms onto the analyzed cultural axes revealed the correlations displayed in Table 1 . Results were combined using the Hunter-Schmidt method for aggregating correlation coefficients in meta-analysis (14) .
The mild association of positive words with the feminine poles persisted in the ensemble analysis. Most models associated negative concepts with the pole constructed from AfricanAmerican given names but not with common nouns used to describe racial minorities such as African-Americans, Hispanics, or Asians. Again, there was a moderate association of negative terms with the pole representing Muslims in the Christians -Muslims axis. Finally, there was a mild to moderate significant association of negative terms with the conservative poles of the political orientation axes. Figure 1 shows the entire vocabulary contained in the 17 lexicons used projected onto a political orientation axis and a gender axis on the 7 popular word embedding models analyzed. Positive and negative labeled words are color-coded for ease of visualization. A clear trend to Ra ce whi tes /a s i a ns whi te, whi tes ,… a s i a n, a s i a ns ,... The occasional contradictory results between the 50 WEAT terms and the ensemble of 17 lexicons ( = 13,965) on some of the axes analyzed suggest that the WEAT lexicon is likely limiting when trying to detect systemic bias in word embeddings. This is probably due to the small set size of WEAT that causes broad credibility intervals and doubts about significance. The ensemble tests introduced above provide a more nuanced and probably accurate overview of the tendency of embeddings models to systematically associate human groups with positive or negative terms.
The results presented in this work suggest that the overwhelming concern in the research literature on the issue of gender bias in word embeddings models and in particular biases that are detrimental to females is probably exaggerated. The comprehensive analysis provided herein of popular word embedding models using large lexicons containing thousands of words reveals that on aggregate, word embedding models tend to mildly associate positive words with feminine terms. The flip coin of this is that masculine terms tend to be associated with negative words. Obviously, focusing any analysis on a reduced set of terms can always provide a misleading impression about word embeddings biases detrimental to a particular group. The words programmer or engineer are indeed closer to masculine poles in most word embedding models, as widely reported in the literature (3), but so are the unreported words janitor, beggar or murderer. Only a comprehensive analysis of a diverse set of large lexicons manually annotated for sentiment polarity can throw light about the existence or lack thereof of systemic bias against human groups.
An additional noteworthy result of this work is the finding in most word embedding models of significant associations between negative terms and words used to describe conservative individuals or conservative ideas as well as the corresponding association of positive words with words used to describe left of center ideologies or individuals. This suggests the existence of systematic bias, as the term has been used in the existing literature, against conservatives in most widely used word embedding models. This is significant since many of these models are routinely used as subcomponents of larger automated systems that profile individuals and monitor speech in social media networks and other online forums.
These results illuminate an issue that has received scant attention by the machine learning community, that is, biases in word embedding models due to political orientation. The analysis of the existing research literature failed to reveal a single paper that has previously reported the existence of bias against ideological viewpoints in word embedding models, while 93% of the papers addressed gender bias, and in particular biases that are detrimental to females (72%). This being the case despite the comprehensive analysis reported here showing the lack of systemic bias against females in word embedding models and the existence of a moderate bias against conservatives that has not yet been reported. This paradox likely reflects another type of bias that probably exist within the machine learning epistemic community.
This particular form of bias consists of a community predilection for exploring only certain regions of the research landscape that are conforming with the zeitgeist, such as gender bias against females, while ignoring unfashionable regions of the research landscape such as bias against conservative viewpoints. This bias probably emerges in part from the ideological composition of the Academy were most researchers are located or where they spent their formative years.
It is well established that most elite research universities and liberal arts colleges lack viewpoint diversity along moral and politically loaded issues, with large Democrat to Republican ratios among most faculty departments (15, 16) . A liberal ideological orientation is markedly sensitive to concerns around discrimination against females and racial/ethnic minorities. It is also well-established that cognitive biases influence scientists' choosing of research interests, interpretation of research results and reception of research outcomes (17) . Thus, the overwhelming interest in the research literature for gender bias but the sidelining of other more acute bias types. This is problematic since the existence of blind spots in an exploratory epistemic community threatens the validity of the entire research enterprise. In such an environment, ideas that confirm pre-existing beliefs and preferences receive insufficient scrutiny while viewpoints that contradict dominant narratives are ignored, treated with disdain or perhaps even attacked. This work is an attempt at addressing a skew in the machine learning scholarly work on the topic of algorithmic bias in word embeddings by showing that despite what most of the research literature seems to suggest, there does not exist a systemic bias in word embedding models against females. A moderate but pervasive bias, not previously reported, does however exist against conservative views and individuals.
The author of this manuscript is unlikely to be free of bias. Hence, all the materials necessary to reproduce the results reported herein are provided (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings).
Materials and Methods

Word embeddings
Word embeddings are a set of language modeling and feature learning techniques used in natural language processing (NLP) that map words from a corpus vocabulary into dense vector representations (5) . The embeddings use the distributional statistics of human language to capture the semantic and syntactic roles of a word in a given language ( Figure S1 ). Thus, word vectors are positioned in the vector space such that words that share common contexts in the corpus are located in close proximity to one another in the space. The embeddings also capture regularities in the vector space such as constant vector offsets between related words that usually convey culturally meaningful connotations such as gender or socioeconomic status. Popular methods to generate word embeddings from a corpus of natural language include neural networks and dimensionality reduction on the word co-occurrence matrix. This work analyzed bias in three popular word embeddings algorithms: Word2vec, Glove and FastText.
Word2vec (4) is a group of related models (CBOW and Skip-gram) consisting of a shallow, twolayer neural network trained to reconstruct the linguistic contexts of words. GloVe (9) is a global log-bilinear regression model that combines the advantages of the two major model families in the embeddings literature: global matrix factorization and local context window methods. Glove efficiently leverages statistical information by training only on the nonzero elements in a wordword cooccurrence matrix, rather than on the entire sparse matrix or on individual context windows in a large corpus. Both Word2vec and Glove ignore the morphology of words, by assigning a distinct vector representation to each word. This is limiting for languages with large vocabularies and many rare words. FastText (10) overcomes this limitation by extending the Word2vec Skip-gram model to represent each word as a bag of character n-grams. A vector representation is associated to each character n-gram and individual words are represented as the sum of these representations. For example the word vector "fruit" is a sum of the n-grams vectors "<fr", "fru", "frui", "fruit", "fruit>", "rui", "ruit", "ruit>", "uit", "uit>", "it>" assuming hyperparameters of 3 for smallest n-gram and 6 for largest ngram. This method allows FastText to compute word representations for out of vocabulary words (words that did not appear in the training data).
Fig. S1.
Word embeddings map words in a corpus of text to a vector space. Dimensions in the vector space correlate with the semantic and syntactic roles of the words. For example, dimension d1 in the figure has a high positive correlation with living beings. Thus, a properly tuned word embedding model will map words with similar semantic or syntactic roles to adjacent regions of the vector space. This property can be visualized through dimensionality reduction techniques such as t-SNE or PCA. Cultural concepts are also apparent in the vector space as consistent offsets between vector representations of words sharing a particular relationship. For instance, in the bottom right of the figure, the dotted vector represents a gender regularity that goes from masculinity to femininity.
Survey of the computer science literature on the topic of bias in word embeddings models A search of the computer science literature using the engines ArXiv (https://arxiv.org), DBLP Computer Science Bibliography (https://dblp.uni-trier.de), Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/) and Semantic Scholar (https://www.semanticscholar.org) for the queries word embeddings bias and word vectors bias identified 29 papers with a focus on the topic of bias in word embeddings models as inferred from the Abstract. Manuscripts were classified according to the bias types that they address (gender, race, etc.) by examining their Title, Abstract and Introduction sections, see (Table S1 ).
Of the 29 papers identified in the bibliographical search, 27 (93%) cited the issue of gender bias and 15 (52%) cited bias along racial or ethnic lines. Other types of biases such as those due to age or religiosity were only marginally mentioned (10%) or not at all like bias due to political or sexual orientation. Of the 27 papers addressing gender bias, 21 (78%) of them specifically described gender bias detrimental to females, such as for instance associating female terms with low socioeconomic status professions and male terms with high socioeconomic status professions. None of the manuscripts considered the possibility of gender bias in word embeddings detrimental to males. Of the 15 papers addressing racial/ethnic bias, 8 (28%) of them specifically described racial/ethnic bias detrimental to minorities and none considered the possibility of bias in word embeddings detrimental to non-minorities.
The search queries results from the different bibliographic search engines can be found at (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/tree/master/literatureSearch). The manuscripts with highlighted annotations indicating the text locations used to justify the classification of a manuscript as addressing a certain type of bias are located at (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/tree/master/literatureSearch/_ manuscripts). Table S1 .
A search of the scientific literature for the queries word embeddings bias and word vectors bias revealed 29 papers with a focus on the topic of bias in word embeddings. The manuscripts were tabulated with respect to different types of biases and annotated according to which manuscripts mentioned in their Titles, Abstracts or Introduction sections a given type of bias. In the Table, a diamond symbol denotes that the row manuscript addresses the bias type specified by the column. Results show that most manuscripts tend to address the topic of gender bias in word embedding models and in particular gender bias detrimental to females. Word embedding models analyzed We used 7 popular and readily available Word2vec, Glove and FastText models pre-trained on different types of corpora: the Google News corpus, Wikipedia, Gigaword, Twitter, Common Crawl, UMBC web base and the statmt.org news data set. The 7 word embeddings models analyzed and the corpora on which they were trained are listed below: 
Model evaluation
In order to assess the quality of different word embeddings models, the ability of each model to assess word pairs similarity and relatedness as well as morphological, lexical, encyclopedic and lexicographic analogies was measured (Table S2) . Standard data sets commonly used in the NLP literature to analyze the quality of word embeddings were used. All evaluation data sets are available at (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/tree/master/analysis/evaluation ). FastText models slightly outperformed Word2vec and Glove models probably due to their ability to model morphological relationships at the subword level. Table S2 .
Word embedding models were evaluated using a variety of word similarity, relatedness and analogy tasks often used in the NLP literature. All the tests were performed using the top 200,000 most frequent words in the model vocabulary. Creating cultural axes In a normalized word embedding model, all vectors are unit length. Thus, their semantic and syntactic loading is exclusively determined by vector direction. As described in (5), terms representing similar entities can be aggregated into a specific construct. Figure S2 shows the sum of related vectors for the terms man ( ) and men ( ) and subsequent length normalization to create a male vector construct ̂. An opposing female construct can be created by adding the vectors and and normalizing the length of the resulting vector to create a female vector construct ̂. The substraction ̂−̂ creates a vector pointing from the male pole construct ̂ to the female pole construct ̂. Normalizing and centering results in a gender axis ̂. We can project vector representations of any term in the embedding model vocabulary onto this axis to get a measurement of their degree of association with the male or female poles in the corpus on which the word embedding model was trained. In a word embedding model trained on a sufficiently large corpus containing archetypal cultural associations between professions and gender, the vector representation for the word midwife ( ) will tend to project to the female pole of the gender axis . An archetypal masculine profession such as priest ( ) will on the other hand tend to project to the male pole of the gender axis .
Fig. S2.
By aggregating related terms, we can create arbitrary constructs representing cultural concepts. In the figure, the vectors representing the terms man and men are added to create a length normalized male construct, ̂. A female construct ̂ can be created similarly. Subtracting ̂ from ̂ results in a vector pointing from masculinity towards femininity which when normalized and centered can represent a gender axis ̂. Any term ( ) in the model vocabulary can be projected onto this axis, = ( •̂)̂, to estimate the degree of association of the term with males or females in the corpus on which the model was trained.
Vector projections on popular word embeddings models
Once a cultural axis, such as gender, has been derived from a word embedding model, we can systematically project sets of related terms in the model vocabulary onto that axis to detect associations in the model between the projected terms and the poles of the axis. Figure S3 shows the results of projecting word vectors denoting professions onto a gender axis estimated from the FastText embedding model trained with subword infomation on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus and statmt.org news dataset (16B tokens). The landing position of the vector projections on the axis reveals the association of the projected term with the masculine or feminine poles of the axis as derived from the corpus of textual data on which the word embedding model was trained.
Fig. S3.
After creating a gender axis as described in Figure S2 , vectors representing words in the vocabulary of the model can be projected onto the gender axis. This figure shows the projection of words related to professions on a gender axis estimated from the FastText model (16B tokens).
Correlation of vector projections with empirical data about the world
Several works have shown previously that in commonly used word embedding models, the value of vector projections on cultural axes or aggregates of related words correlate significantly with valid data about the empirical world (5, 7, 8) . For instance, the vector projection values of words describing professions on a gender axis has a strong correlation with the percentage of the workforce that is female in those professions. That is, professions with a large representation of women tend to project to the feminine pole of a gender axis derived from a word embedding model. In contrast, professions with low levels of female participation, tend to project to the opposite masculine pole ( Figure S4 ). Despite most works in the literature focusing on this type of correlation around professions and gender representation, many other types of cultural axes can be created, such as for instance, socioeconomic axes, or political orientation axes ( Figure S5) . The values of relevant word vectors projections onto those axes also correlates significantly with empirical data derived from the real world. Figure S6 shows significant associations between the value of word vector projections denoting countries onto an economic development axis and the GDP of those countries ( Figure S6A ). Similar results are observed when we correlate the projection values of car brands word vectors onto a socioeconomic axis and the average cost of a car from the brand ( Figure S6B ). Political orientation for demographic ethnic groups can also be inferred from a word embedding model since the value of projecting word vector representations of demographic groups onto a political orientation axis correlates with the voting preferences of those groups ( Figure S6C ). The value of projecting word vectors representing professions onto a political orientation axes also correlates with the campaign contribution preferences of those groups ( Figure S6D ). Scripts and details to rerun these experiments are available at (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/blob/master/analysis/figureMu ltipleCorrelation.ipynb). This results indicate that one can infer valid information about the world such as for instance the economic development of a country or the voting preferences for demographic groups or professions, simply by calculating the value of vector projections of words describing entities of interest onto the relevant axis.
Data sources used with quantitative metrics about the empirical world
The data sources containing quantitative information about the world and used in Figure S6 
Fig. S5
Cultural axes do not need to be circumscribed to clear cut concepts such as gender, arbitrary axes describing economic development, socioeconomic status or political orientation can be created. Projecting relevant word vectors onto those axes reveals the associations contained in the corpus on which the word embedding model was trained with the axes' poles.
Fig. S6.
Significant correlations between the value of word vector projections on cultural axis and valid data about the empirical world exist for a wide range of cultural axes derived from word embedding models. The figure shows significant associations for Word2vec word vectors describing countries projected onto an economic axis and the GDP of the country (S5A), car brands word vectors and the average price of a car from the brand (S5B), demographic groups word vectors and their voting patterns (S5C) and word vectors representing professions and the Democrat:Republican ratio of political campaign contributions within the profession (S5D).
Building Axes to test for bias in popular word embedding models A comprehensive set of cultural/demographic axes intended to detect specific types of biases in popular word embedding models was created. Axes were designed to detect different bias types such as those due to gender, race/ethnicity, sexual orientation, religiosity, age, socioeconomic status, physical appearance (i.e. looks), and political orientation. The list of axes created and the poles used to build them (as described in Figure S2 ) are detailed below:
Axis name: Gender -males and females Pole 1 (male): man, men, male, males Pole 2 (female): woman, women, female, females Axis name: Gender -family members Pole 1 (male family members): father, fathers, dad, dads, son, sons, brother, brothers, husband, husbands, uncle, uncles, grandfather, grandfathers, grandson, grandsons, nephew, nephews Pole 2 (female family members): mother, mothers, mom, moms, daughter, daughters, sister, sisters, wife, wives, aunt, aunts, grandmother, grandmothers, granddaughter, granddaughters, niece, nieces Axis name: Gender -young age Pole 1 (young males): boy, boys Pole 2 (young females): girl, girls Oprah_Winfrey, Winfrey, Tim Geithner, Geithner, David_Axelrod, Axelrod, Harry_Reid, Reid, Michelle_Obama, Obama, Arianna_Huffington, Huffington, Sonia_Sotomayor, Sotomayor, Denis_McDonough, McDonough, Janet_Napolitano, Napolitano, Mark_Warner, Warner, Robert_Gibbs, Gibbs, Barney_Frank, Frank, John_Kerry, Kerry, Eric_Holder, Holder
WEAT Lexicon
To test for the presence of gender and racial stereotypes on word embedding models, authors in (8) created the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT) that uses a list of 50 words manually labeled for positive and negative polarity (25 positive, 25 negative). The WEAT terms were derived from those commonly employed in the Implicit Association Test (IAT). The analysis of bias in word embedding models was started by projecting the WEAT terms on the demographic group axes created as described above. The Pearson correlation coefficients between the manually label positive/negative WEAT terms and the values of the projections of the WEAT lexicon on the different Axes analyzed for each of the seven word embedding models tested is shown in Table S3 (Cronbach alpha= 0.97). Using the Spearman correlation coefficient generated very similar results (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/blob/master/tables/tables.xlsx). The lower and upper bounds credibility intervals of the correlation coefficients estimated according to (14) for meta-analysis of effect sizes are also provided.
In Table S3 , a positive value in the Average column denotes an association of positive WEAT terms with Pole 2 of the Axis represented in the table row and a corresponding Association of negative WEAT terms with Pole 1.
Table S3.
Pearson correlation coefficients between manually labeled WEAT lexicon of positive/negative terms and the projection values of the WEAT terms on the cultural axes analyzed for 7 popular and externally pre-trained word embedding models. The column with the heading Average aggregates the correlation coefficients. Positive values in the Average column denote association of positive WEAT terms with Pole 2 words and correspondingly association of negative WEAT terms with Pole 1. The complete list of words used to build the poles is provided above. Harvard General Inquirer Lexicon The small set size of the WEAT lexicon is an issue of concern. To test whether the results in Table S3 replicate on a bigger lexicon of manually label terms according to positive and negative polarity, a larger lexicon is used containing 3623 terms that has been widely employed in content analysis studies, the Harvard General Inquirer IV-4 (4) positivity/negativity lexicon or HGI for short. The Pearson correlation coefficients between the manually labeled HGI terms and the values of the projections of the HGI lexicon on the different axes analyzed for each of the seven word embedding models tested is shown in Table S4 (Cronbach alpha= 0.98). The HGI lexicon is available at http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/~inquirer/homecat.htm Table S4 .
Pearson correlation coefficients between manually labeled HGI lexicon (N=3623) of positive/negative terms and the projection values of the HGI terms on the cultural axes analyzed for 7 pre-trained word embedding models. The column with the heading Average aggregates the correlation coefficients. Positive values in the Average column denote association of positive HGI terms with Pole 2 words and correspondingly association of negative HGI terms with Pole 1. The complete list of words used to build the poles is provided above. Plotting Lexicons into gender and political axes Plotting the 17 lexicons used on gender (masculinity to femininity) and political (conservatives to liberals) axes is shown in Figure S7 . The words positive/negative annotations have been colorcoded blue/red for ease of visualization. Most lexicons tend to associate the positive words (blue) with the liberal and feminine poles.
Fig. S7.
Projection of all the words in every lexicon onto gender and political axes for the 7 word embeddings analyzed. Positive words are color-coded in blue and negative words are colorcoded in red.
Lexicons used This work has used several lexicons, listed in Table S5 , containing terms externally annotated for positive and negative polarity. The ensembl contains several lexicons often use in the machine learning literature for sentiment analysis, several online lists of positive and negative character traits, lists of positive and negative adjectives as well as several specialized lexicons from the General Inquirer that measure constructs with clear positive and negative connotations dichotomies such as vice/virtue, conflict/cooperation or hostility/affiliation. All the lexicons are available at https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/tree/master/analysis. Table S5 .
External lexicons used to test for bias in popular word embeddings models. Lexicons were trimmed for the small fraction of words not available in word embeddings models' vocabulary.
Combinatorics of words sets used to create axis poles A reasonable question to ask when building a cultural axis using aggregates of words to form two distinct poles is whether different combinations of set of words produce cultural axes of markedly different orientation. To test whether this is the case, different combinations of the word sets used to build the poles in the cultural axes analyzed were tried (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/blob/master/tables/tables.xlsx). The outcomes were consistently similar to the results described above indicating that removing or adding related words to the poles does not have a significant impact on the orientation of the cultural axis and therefore on the projection values of terms onto said axis.
Nonparametric correlation coefficient All the analysis described above were repeated using a nonparametric correlation statistic, Spearman correlation coefficient. The results were very similar to those described above (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/blob/master/tables/tables.xlsx).
Estimating cultural associations without using cultural axes Some works in the literature have estimated biases in word embedding models without creating cultural axes but instead simply measuring the cosine similarity between a basket of terms encompassing constructs of interests and a second basket of terms encompassing a construct against which to compare the analysis (8) . Using this methodology to test for associations of negatively/positively annotated lexicons with the constructs represented by the axes' poles described above generated very similar results to those presented in this work (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings/blob/master/tables/tables.xlsx).
GitHub repository description
External database S1. All the materials necessary to reproduce the results described in this manuscript are available at (https://github.com/drozado/AlgorithmicBiasInWordEmbeddings). The folder analysis contains all the code needed to create cultural axes and project lexicons onto them. The folder also contains all the lexicons used in the analyses as well as the lists of terms used to construct the poles of all the cultural axes analyzed. The folder contains scripts as well to evaluate the performance of the seven word embedding models analyzed on metrics such as word pairs similarity, relatedness as well as morphological, lexical, encyclopedic and lexicographic analogies.
The folder literatureSearch contains all the query outcomes across 4 bibliography search engines generated in the search of manuscripts for the topic of biases in word embeddings. The subfolder _manuscripts contains all manuscripts that passed the selection criteria described above. The manuscripts pdf files have been highlighted to indicate the locations on the text used to justify the classification of manuscripts as addressing certain bias types.
The folder tables contains all the tables generated in this work with metadata and additional information relevant to the calculations performed that do not appear in the main manuscript.
